The first observation of a significant rise of core electron temperature in response to edge cooling in a helical plasma has been made on the Large Helical Device ͓O. Motojima et al., Phys. Plasmas 6, 1843 ͑1999͔͒. When the phenomenon occurs, the electron heat diffusivity in the core region is reduced abruptly without changing local parameters in the region of interest. Therefore the phenomenon can be regarded as a so-called "nonlocal" electron temperature rise observed so far only in many tokamaks. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2131047͔
The clarification of electron heat transport in magnetically confined plasmas is still an important issue, since the performance of a probable fusion reactor should be determined by electron heating as a result of the interaction between electrons and alpha particles as a fusion reaction product. In order to promote a better understanding of the electron heat transport, the electron heat transport analysis for both transient and steady state has been carried out diligently in many tokamaks 1-3 and helical systems. [4] [5] [6] One of the significant issues found in these studies is a "nonlocal transport phenomenon" observed in perturbation experiments on many tokamaks [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and a few helical systems. 4 In particular, a rise of the core electron temperature T e invoked by the rapid cooling of the edge plasma has been observed in various tokamaks with both ohmically heated plasmas and plasmas with an auxiliary heating, such as electron cyclotron heating ͑ECH͒, at a sufficiently low density ͑e.g., Ref. 13͒ . The amplitude reversal of the cold pulse propagation in the core plasma cannot be explained even by the model based on the assumption that heat flux has a strong nonlinear dependence on temperature and its gradient. In addition there seem to be no changes in the thermodynamic forces, such as those due to the temperature gradient and/or the density gradient, in the core plasma at the onset of the core T e rise. Consequently, the core T e rise invoked by the edge cooling is considered to result from a nonlocality in the electron heat transport. On the contrary, such a core T e rise in response to the edge cooling has not been observed so far in helical systems.
14 Recently, to rationalize the so-called "nonlocal" T e rise, some physics-based transport models including a critical gradient scale length, such as the ion temperature gradient ͑ITG͒ model, have been set up and tested. 2, 15 It should be noted that despite being dependent on local variables, the ITG-based model shows a nonlocal response to small changes in the profiles as a result of a slight deviation from near marginality. The ITG-based model with strongest stiffness 16 can reproduce some of the same qualitative characteristics observed in carbon laser blow-off experiments in the Texas Experimental Tokamak ͑TEXT͒. 13 The magnitude and response time of the core T e rise, however, are still in quantitative disagreement with those predicted by the strongest stiff ITG-based model. 15 Moreover, it is an open question whether such models, which take into account two coupled heat diffusion equations ͑for ion and electron͒ with nonlinear thresholds and couplings, can be applied to the thermally decoupled electron-ion regime where the nonlocal T e rise is mainly observed or not. In order to establish a convincing theoretical reconstruction of the core T e rise due to the nonlocal effect, a further experimental investigation in extensive parametric space into the cause and effect of the nonlocal T e rise is required. In this regard, further experimental study on helical systems is expected to contribute significantly, since helical systems have a quite different magnetic configuration ͑normally negative magnetic shear͒ and do not show a tokamak-like stiffness in the electron temperature profile. 17 This letter presents the characteristics of nonlocal T e rise invoked by the edge cooling, which is observed for the first time in a helical plasma.
The experiments are carried out in the Large Helical Device ͑LHD͒, which has a heliotron-type magnetic configuration, with a magnetic axis position of R ax = 3.5 m, an average minor radius of a = 0.6 m, and a magnetic field at the axis of 2.829 T. 18 The plasmas were started up and sustained by neutral beam injection ͑NBI͒ and overlapped with ECH, if not otherwise specified. The ECH beams ͑the applied frequencies: 82.7, 84, and 168 GHz͒ are focused near the R ax . 19 The power of the neutral beam mainly goes into the electrons due to the high acceleration energy ͑for these experiments, ϳ140 keV͒. Thus the electron loss channel dominates the ion loss channel. The temporal behaviors of T e at different radii are measured with a 32-channel electron cyclotron emission ͑ECE͒ heterodyne radiometer with high time resolution. 20 The T e measured with the ECE radiometer is in good agreement with that with yttrium aluminum garnet ͑YAG͒ Thomson scattering system 21 in these experiments. In order to cool the edge region of the LHD plasma, a tracerencapsulated solid pellet 22, 23 ͑TESPEL͒ is injected into the LHD plasma from the outboard side of LHD. TESPEL consists of polystyrene ͓-CH͑C 6 H 5 ͒CH 2 -͔ as an outer shell, the diameter of which ranges around from 400 to 900 m, and tracer particles as an inner core. In these experiments, no tracer impurity is loaded into the TESPEL to reduce the possibility of improving the heating efficiency by the NBI attributed to the increased effective ionic charge. 24 The TESPEL penetrated into the LHD plasma ablates typically within ϳ1 ms and provides a small amount of cold ions and electrons. They decrease the electron temperature at the periphery of the LHD plasma and then the negative temperature perturbation propagates toward the core plasma with a certain delay ͑cold pulse propagation͒. Figure 1 shows the typical temporal evolutions of the electron density n e measured with the far-infrared interferometer ͑FIR͒, 25 the diamagnetically measured plasma stored energy W p dia and the electron temperature measured with the ECE radiometer at different normalized minor radii for the plasma with the TESPEL injection. In this instance, the TESPEL is deposited outside ϳ 0.8. A significant rise of the core T e in response to the rapid edge cooling can be immediately seen in Fig. 1͑c͒ . The global energy confinement time can be increased by ϳ6% due to the increase in the lineaveraged electron density n e by ϳ11% according to the energy confinement scaling from the international stellarator database. 26 As seen in Fig. 1 , however, the quite different temporal behaviors among the n e , the T e , and the W p dia indicate that the improvement of the confinement based on the scaling has nothing to do with the core T e rise observed. During the core T e rising phase, no significant change in lowm magnetohydrodynamics modes is observed and no density peaking occurs. The degradation of the increased T e seems to propagate from the edge to the core. The time-dependent simulation result is also shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . In this simulation, the perturbed heat transport equation based on a simple diffusion model is solved numerically ͑see Ref. 27 for details͒. The heat diffusivity used in the simulation, which has a radial dependence, is obtained by power balance analysis. The discrepancy between the experimental data and the simulated one is perceivable inside ͑ Ͻ 0.61͒ of the plasma. Meanwhile, the T e behavior on the outside ͑ Ͼ 0.61͒ of the plasma shows a good agreement with the simulation result, that is, shows a cold pulse propagation induced by the local diffusive process. To measure whether the electron heat transport is improved or not when the core T e rises due to the edge cooling, a transient analysis is carried out with a simple diffusion model but with the the electron heat diffusivity e changing with time. In this model, the incremental electron heat flux ␦q e can be written as 1 ␦q e = − n e e ٌ ␦T e − n e ␦ e ٌ T e ,
͑1͒
where n e , ٌT e , and e =−q e / ͑n e ٌ T e ͒ are the steady-state values just before the edge cooling, and ٌ␦T e and ␦ e are the gradient of the perturbed T e and the perturbed e , respectively. If e does not depend on ٌT e , ␦ e can be deduced from the behavior of the data points in the space of ␦q e normalized by n e vs ٌ␦T e . From the recent LHD experiment, no dependence or a very weak dependence of e on ٌT e has been obtained for the LHD plasmas. 28 Here, the ␦q e can be evaluated by deforming the energy conservation equation for the electron perturbation, In arriving at the above equation, the terms related to the perturbation of n e and the perturbed source terms of the heat and particles are ignored in the energy conservation equation. Indeed, as the results of the experiment show, n e in the region of interest almost remains the same just before and after the TESPEL injection considering the accuracy of the Abel inversion technique as seen in Fig. 1͑a͒ . Since the beam slowing-down time of the LHD NBI is very long at low density ͑e.g., ϳ50 ms at the value of n e , 0.7ϫ 10 19 m −3 ͒, 30 the impact of TESPEL injection on the NBI deposition profile just after the injection is almost negligible. The improvement of the ECH absorbed power due to the TESPEL injection is also negligible, since the ECH absorbed power just after the TESPEL injection is increased only by 0.05% com- , and ͑c͒ electron temperature measured ͑solid line͒ with the ECE radiometer at different normalized minor radii. In ͑a͒ the local electron density is evaluated with the Abel inversion technique. The error bar with that is obtained by taking into account the positional error of the FIR chord, which is assumed to be within 5 mm. In ͑c͒ the simulated ͑broken line͒ temperature is also plotted. The TESPEL injection time is indicated as the vertical dashed line. Within the time displayed in the plots, the plasma is heated continuously by the ECH ͑injected power ϳ1.7 MW͒ of 82.7 and 84 GHz and the coinjected NBI ͑injected power ϳ2 MW͒.
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pared to that before the injection. Nevertheless, the transient analysis in the outer region ͑ Ͼ 0.7͒ cannot be made due to the unignorable variation of the perturbed source of heat and particles. Figure 2͑a͒ shows the response of the incremental electron temperature ␦T e to the edge cooling in the LHD plasma, which is analyzed by the above transient analysis technique. As shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ , the dynamic electron thermal diffusivity e dyna = e0 pb + ␦ e shows a clear reduction after the edge cooling in the region of interest. Here e0 pb , which is defined as ͉ − q e / ͑n e ٌ T e ͉͒ t−t TESPEL =−14 ms , is estimated by power balance analysis and ␦ e is obtained by the above transient analysis. The e dyna at t − t TESPEL = 26 ms is in good agreement with the e pb . The reduction of e seems not to propagate from the edge to the core. In order to understand the dynamics of electron heat transport, the time trace of the plasma at = 0.19 after the edge cooling in the space of ␦q e / n e vs d␦T e / dr is plotted as shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ . It must be noted that the ␦q e / n e after the edge cooling ͓time A, indicated in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑c͔͒ simply dropped, while d␦T e / dr almost remains the same. Moreover, the back transition of the decreased ␦q e / n e to the preinjection level ͑from time B to time D͒ occurs accompanied by the slight change of d␦T e / dr. Since the local parameters in the core plasma did not change due to the edge cooling, the reduction of ␦q e does not depend on those. Thus the abrupt increase in the core T e observed in response to the rapid edge cooling of the LHD plasma can be regarded as the so-called nonlocal T e rise observed so far only in many tokamaks.
The experimental results so far regarding the nonlocal T e rise on LHD have characteristics similar to those of tokamaks. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the temporal derivative of the electron temperature dT e / dt in the core plasma ͑at = 0.12͒ as a function of the line-averaged electron density at two different times. All the data in the figure are obtained with R ax = 3.5 m and B ax = 2.829 T. Just after the TESPEL injection ͑at t − t TESPEL =1 ms͒, both positive and negative dT e / dt, which just appeared in response to the TESPEL injection, are observed for n e Ͻ 2.0ϫ 10 19 m −3 . These fast responses of dT e / dt cannot be explained by diffusive nature, although its sign is negative, as seen in Fig. 1͑c͒ . When 8 ms have elapsed since the TESPEL injection, a clear dependence of the dT e / dt on the n e is perceivable for n e Ͻ 2.0ϫ 10 19 m −3 . Above n e ϳ 2.0ϫ 10 19 m −3 , a significant positive dT e / dt, that is, the increase of the core T e , in response to the edge cooling is no longer observed. The inverse relationship between the nonlocal T e rise and the electron density as indicated in Fig.  3͑a͒ is also observed in tokamaks. 9 The empirical condition n e ͑0͒ / T e ͑0͒ 1/2 ഛ 0.035ϫ 10 19 m −3 /eV 1/2 , which has been obtained in Ohmic plasmas on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor ͑TFTR͒, 8 can predict the density threshold for the occurrence of nonlocal T e rise obtained in NBI+ ECH plasmas on LHD. In many tokamaks, there is a perceivable delay in the increase of the core T e after the edge cooling. 9, 12 Also in LHD, such a time delay is observed as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . In the case of LHD, the time delay of the onset of a nonlocal T e   FIG. 2 . ͑Color online͒. ͑a͒ Temporal evolution of the incremental electron temperature at three different minor radii around the TESPEL injection time t − t TESPEL . ͑b͒ Temporal evolution of the dynamic electron thermal diffusivity e dyna , which is estimated from both power balance analysis and transient analysis, at three different minor radii. The e pb , which is evaluated only by power balance analysis, is plotted with symbols. ͑c͒ The incremental electron heat flux normalized by the electron density as a function of the gradient of the incremental electron temperature at = 0.19 after the TESPEL injection. Each data point is obtained with an interval of 1 ms.
FIG. 3. ͑a͒
Temporal derivative of the electron temperature at =0.12 as a function of the line-averaged electron density of 1 ms after the TESPEL injection ͑closed circle͒ and 8 ms after that ͑open square͒. ͑b͒ The delay until the T e rise over the level just before the TESPEL injection. The injected power of the NBI and overlapped ECH are approximately 2-3 and 1.2 MW, respectively.
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Observation of core electron temperature rise… Phys. Plasmas 12, 110705 ͑2005͒ rise seems to increase with the increase in n e . The nonlocal T e rise in the LHD plasmas is observed also when a small hydrogen pellet is injected as well as in tokamak plasmas. Thus the impurity seeding effect, such as radiative improved ͑RI͒ mode, 31 can be excluded as the main cause of the nonlocal T e rise in LHD plasmas. The similarities in the nonlocal T e rise between tokamaks and LHD may suggest that the sign of the magnetic shear does not play an important role in this phenomenon. It must be noted here that the comparison between LHD and Wendelstein 7-AS ͑W7-AS͒ stellarator, in which the nonlocal T e rise has not been observed, 14 indicates that the magnetic shear itself and/or the existence of the rational values of the rotational transform at the plasma edge could be a crucial part of the nonlocal T e rise. Further investigation on this matter will be performed on LHD. Although the physical mechanism of the nonlocal T e rise still remains unclear, the similarities in the nonlocal T e rise between tokamaks and LHD and the differences between LHD and W7-AS contribute to the investigation of the nonlocal transport phenomenon in toroidally confined plasmas.
The so far promising ITG-based models, which are being developed for the nonlocal T e rise observed in tokamaks, suggest that the phenomenon is attributed to the suppression of ITG turbulence of which the ratio of T e / T i is the key parameter in the growth rate. Thus it is important to investigate the dependence of the phenomenon on the ratio of T e / T i , even though the applicability of the ITG-based transport models to the nonlocal effect observed in helical plasmas remains to be proved. ͑It is observed in helical devices that the ion transport degrades and the ion thermal diffusivity becomes higher than the electron thermal diffusivity accompanied by the increase of the T e / T i ratio, 32, 33 which is consistent with the predictions of the ITG transport models.͒ Unfortunately, in the LHD, the plasma heating system based on the electron heating allows us to study the nonlocal T e rise only under the condition of T e / T i Ͼ 1. The nonlocal T e rise is observed also in NBI-only discharges. It should be noted here that the nonlocal T e rise is also observed in plasmas sustained only by ECH ͑T e / T i Ͼ 1 is understandably satisfied͒, which can completely rule out the contribution of the toroidal plasma current as a reason for the nonlocal T e rise, even though it is mainly in Ohmic discharges that the nonlocal effect has been observed in many tokamaks. Since a low-energy positive NBI system is being developed now on LHD to provide strong ion heating, such a T e / T i dependence on the nonlocal effect will be studied shortly.
In conclusion, the core T e rise in response to the rapid edge cooling induced by the TESPEL injection is observed for the first time in a toroidal helical plasma. This experimental result produces strong evidence that the core T e rise as a manifestation of nonlocal transport phenomenon can take place in toroidally confined plasmas, not only in tokamak plasmas. The transport analysis shows that the clear reduction of the electron thermal diffusivity occurs when the core T e is increased after the edge cooling. It shows also that the reversion of the electron thermal diffusivity to the preinjection level occurs. In the first stage of the reduction of the electron thermal diffusivity, there is a clear jump of ␦q e almost without changing the ␦T e gradient in the region of interest.
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